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- Understand the term of measurement
- Know the connection between Goals - Type of Ads -
Type of Buying
- Can read the report ads - in term of goal result
- Can get additional insight as learning and strategy for
the next ads

SESSION
EXPECTATION



ADS REPORT

IS MY GOAL
ACHIEVE?

CAN MY
ACHIEVEMENT
BETTER THAN THIS?

WHAT LEARNING
FOR NEXT PLAN?



First of all,
have you understand the
term of type of buying?

*the type of buying affected by goals & type
of ads you chose -- on previous webinar
session



GOAL OPTIONS ON FACEBOOK BUSINESS

MANAGER



SINGLE IMAGE CAROUSEL

Reach
Traffic
Engagament
App Intall

Traffic
Convertions
Catalogue Sales
(+ price tag info)

SLIDESHOW

Reach
Traffic
App Intall

TYPE OF ADS 



TYPE OF ADS 

VIDEO COLLECTION

Brand Awareness
Video Views
Catalogue Sales

Convertions
Catalogue Sales
Store Traffic

Your paragraph text



TYPE OF BUYING

CPM
CPM stands for cost per
thousand Impressions (the
M is the Roman numeral
abbreviation for 1,000.)
CPM is one of the most
common ways of buying
digital media. You essentially
pay for every time your
ad loads on a page or in an
app.

CPC
CPC stands for cost per
click advertising. Here the
advertiser pays when a click
is made on an ad.

PPE
PPE Stands for Page Post
Engagement. Basically, if you
use the PPE Objective it
tells Facebook that you want
your ads shown to people that
are most likely to engage with
it. This means likes, comments,
shares etc.



TYPE OF BUYING

CPV
Cost per view. This is the price
you pay for a view on
your Facebook video ad.

CPI
CPI refers to media programs
where the advertiser
pays for every installed app.

CPL
CPL is short for cost per
lead, meaning that the
advertiser pays when a
lead form is completed and
submitted. C



TYPE OF BUYING

CPA
Cost per acquisition. Here the
advertiser pays only if a
purchase
is made.



There’s no easy answer. It depends upon your
objectives, target, and what your media partners
are willing to do for you. The most important thing
is to have high quality, unbiased third-party-verified
information about the results each vendor drive,
whichever form of media buying you choose.WHICH

MODEL IS
BEST?


